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analogous
(of organs) performing a similar function but having a different
evolutionary origin, such as the wings of insects and birds.
They saw the relationship between a ruler and his subjects as analogous
to that of father and children.

balanced Being in a state of proper equilibrium.
A properly balanced symphony orchestra.

bullet (baseball) a pitch thrown with maximum velocity.
The ball sped across the grass like a bullet.

caliber Diameter of a tube or gun barrel.
An executive of low caliber.

cartridge
A container holding a spool of photographic film, a quantity of ink, etc.,
designed for insertion into a mechanism.
He loaded a cartridge of fresh tape into the tape deck.

change
Money given in exchange for the same sum in larger units.
There s an ATM in the reception area which will change your English
money.

commensurate Corresponding in size or degree or extent.
Salary will be commensurate with age and experience.

comparable Able to be compared or worthy of comparison.
Nobody is comparable with this athlete.

compatibility
A state in which two things are able to exist or occur together without
problems or conflict.
Software compatibility is another important factor to consider.

compatible A computer that can use software designed for another make or type.
A compatible married couple.

congruent (of figures) identical in form; coinciding exactly when superimposed.
The rules may not be congruent with the requirements of the law.
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congruous Corresponding in character or kind.
This explanation is congruous with earlier observations.

consistently In every case or on every occasion; invariably.
A team that consistently demonstrates a desire to win.

convert A person who has been converted to another religious or political belief.
He was converted in his later years to the socialist cause.

counterpart One of two copies of a legal document.
The minister held talks with his French counterpart.

equal Make equal uniform corresponding or matching.
1 litre is roughly equal to 1 quart.

equivalent
The mass of a particular substance that can combine with or displace one
gram of hydrogen or eight grams of oxygen, used in expressing combining
powers, especially of elements.
The French equivalent of the Bank of England.

evenly Calmly and without strong emotion or variation.
An evenly contested game.

fair Without favoring one party in a fair evenhanded manner.
She won a blue ribbon for her baking at the county fair.

invariant
A feature (quantity or property or function) that remains unchanged when
a particular transformation is applied to it.
The pattern of cell divisions was found to be invariant.

likeness
Similarity in appearance or character or nature between persons or
things.
The only known likeness of Dorothy as a young woman.

parallel
Be side by side with something extending in a line always keeping the
same distance run or lie parallel to.
She draws a parallel between personal destiny and social forces.

proportionate Agreeing in amount, magnitude, or degree.
Proportionate representation of a minority group.

same Similarly in the same way.
He put on the same costume that he had worn in Ottawa.

similar Having the same or similar characteristics.
They wore similar coats.

similitude A duplicate copy.
There is a striking similitude between the brother and sister.

symmetrical
Exhibiting equivalence or correspondence among constituents of an entity
or between different entities.
The shape of a hill smooth and symmetrical.
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synonymous Meaning the same or nearly the same.
His deeds had made his name synonymous with victory.

throwback Characteristic of an atavist.
The eyes could be an ancestral throwback.

variant Exhibiting variation and change.
A variant spelling.
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